Rackspace Private
Cloud Powered by
Microsoft Azure Stack
Unleash the power of Azure Stack with
unmatched support and expertise.
Microsoft® Azure® Stack delivers the world’s first interoperable hybrid
cloud, giving you agility and scale, plus security and control in your own
private Azure cloud. No other product offers comparable integration.
Because Azure Stack is as complex as it is powerful, organizations that
deploy and run it without expertise, struggle to tap into its full potential.
With many years of experience, deep expertise and unmatched support,
Rackspace® can help deploy and manage your Azure Stack environment.

Experts Dedicated to Your Success
With ten Microsoft Partner competencies, Rackspace is a preferred
Microsoft technology partner and a Microsoft Azure Stack launch partner.
Rackspace experts have helped thousands of organizations successfully
navigate the journey to the Microsoft cloud and achieve these benefits.
Full Stack Support: Rackspace Azure specialists will deploy and help
manage your Azure Stack environment. Support includes these functions:
•• Proactive monitoring and maintenance

About Rackspace
Rackspace is your trusted partner across cloud,
applications, security, data and infrastructure.
•• A leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Public Cloud Infrastructure Managed Service
Providers, Worldwide
•• 3,000+ cloud experts
•• Hosting provider for more than half of the
Fortune 100
•• 20+ years of hosting experience
•• Customers in 150+ countries
•• Five-time Microsoft Hosting Partner of the Year

•• Virtual machines oversight

Fanatical Experience™

•• 15-minute live response time service level guarantee for any
emergency ticket

Experts on your side, doing what it takes to
get the job done right. From first consultation
to daily operations, Rackspace combines the
power of always-on service with best-in-class
tools and automation to deliver technology
when and how you need it.

•• 100% network uptime guarantee
•• One-hour hardware replacement
Single Point of Contact: Standard support will include a dedicated account
manager, a dedicated engineer and 24x7x365 access to Azure expertise.
Rackspace will provide support throughout the entire Microsoft portfolio
and between vendors.
Incomparable Experience and Expertise: Rackspace offers deep
Microsoft and Azure expertise and one of the largest Azure-managed
services worldwide.
Enhanced Security: Rackspace Managed Security services help with
compliance efforts and offer security assessments for application
and infrastructure, plus advanced monitoring and logging solutions.

Key Features
Rackspace offers a range of robust features to support Microsoft Azure
Stack deployment and operation including:
24x7x365 Support and Ongoing Maintenance and Guidance: Azure
Stack will continually evolve to keep pace with Azure technology,
and Rackspace will help you design and fully utilize the platform as
it changes. You can implement and leverage Azure without a steep
learning curve or investment in expensive Azure Stack resources.

Express Routes Configured to the Azure Public Cloud: Rackspace delivers maximum
speed, efficiency and security for network traffic between public Azure and Rackspacehosted Azure Stack.
Consistent Application Development: You can standardize on a single set of technology
to easily develop and deploy across public and private Azure clouds.
On-Demand Resources: Gain the flexibility of public Azure features and resources with the
security and control of private cloud.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace Microsoft Azure Stack expertise helps you achieve
your goals.
Learn more: www.rackspace.com/en-us/microsoft/microsoft-azure-stack
Call: 1-800-961-2888
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